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' STUDENT MEDIATING RESPONSES IN TEACHING EFFECTIVE

- AN INTERIM REPORT..-:-
-r1

-
' Walter Doyle .

North Texas State UniversIty

SS:

t

The'project on 'student mediating :responses was initiated

in response to a need within the teaching effeCtivenestlifiele
*

for interpretive models th4t incorporate features pf the

classroom setting. In these brief remarks I will attempt to

deScribe the nature of the project, summarize some, of the core, .

f elements of the student mediating response model4that is

(

1

4
emerging from .the analytical workspi discuits sTe..of the

* preliminary'implications of the model for current topics in
'. I ,

teaching, effectiveness research. Since part of the analysis

is still being conducted, the piesent formulations are nec-
.

, .

.
, \

essarily tentative. . .

4
4:o,'' 1'Nature of the Project'

$..

,--

The project is organized around three broad areas, ot) ..
-.,-,

, - .

.Odneern: (4a) student inforMation-processing r Sponees;

(b) .demind'iChairactetisticsof the classroom en ironment;- and
0 ,

A.'

-
(c) effective- teaching. The Central activity of the project

is"the construction of-a Conceptual model that integrates,4-

these three areas in, terms of the:student.procesgei,that,)
.

. . q. -

. -', mediate t c.teaching effectsin. lassroom stings. is coil-
s., . ,

i. . .

.,.

ceptualmodel'es being designed:primarily as..,i'deicriptiVe -

- , t.-
;

4
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framework for, understanding how classroOm effect's occur,

_This descriptive frameWor15, in turh, is beiffg used' to

mulate questions for further research oneffective teaching.

The model-bLlding activities of the .project are grounded

in a comprehensive review off research and theory. on studgpt

variables in instruction. Information ,is being selected

imarily frO6 Six.doma4ns: (1) prose learning research; (2)

instructional psyohdlogy; (3) student behavior'research; 44)

student perception research; (5) classroom process studies;

and (6) treading. During the4courseof the project,. the.

review work has tended tofocus on naturalistic studiesof

clastrooms and on_ experimental research on cognition, since
0

,

: 1 -
,

these two areas have provided the most fruitful ipurces of

-
me s (

/.... relevant data and conceptualizations. The develOpiental

literature has also bee' examined to account'for studePt

mediatitrg processes at d fferent age levels. '

eo

, .
. It is important to ethphasize that the review pha5e'of

.

1
/ 6

the work is necessarily selective, given the range Of po t4

tially relevant 'information; Thistselectivity is guidpd first:.

Eby an overriding interest in accounting for teaching effects,,,,,

in classroom settings . The emphasis, therefore, is on the .tt

diStInctive features of classroom systems, aild how their,
,

upon-student 'learning. Attention i6 also fecused,primarily

,the-academic Outcomes of earning from classrooms,' The

'room, An other words', is -being viewed as anacademid system'
4

6
/

1 5
°,
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alttiough it is recognized th

approach to classroom effects

at this is a somewhat restricted.

. cause-effect,relation-

1.

'slaps in 'classrooms. are being viewed as information resources
r

4

lish classroom tasks. Thiswhidh students, can use to accomp

approach to causality,aiffers, of

common reliance.on reidforcement a

explain learning in classrooms.

"Several problems are encountered
r,

.ceptualiZe student mediating responses

coursefrom the more,

d/or practice effectg to

in attempting to con-

in-teaching effective-
,

ness. First, very little information is
J

student processes in classrooms. (,The bul

available.concerning

of the process

research in classrooms has focusedon teacher variables.- Second,
. .

much of what we do know abbut students tends

gross indicator of mddiating processes.

rates or "time on task" or about various

variables measured by paper-and-pencil tests, are

utility in specifying the information-Processing t.

ti of that mediate' classroom learning. Finally-, much*.of

_Data

tdoite at best a
, -

'about attention

aptitude or 'style

of limited

esponses

the experi-

mental research on mediating processes ,in learning a

is conducted'in settings that differ substantiallifr

.

d cognition

am class-

rooms.' Research on prose learning, for example, deals

written materials in isolation from. classroom context's.

with

The

attempt to build a conceptualcfoundation for research on 'stu-

dent processes in classroom settings has required,therefore,

11

' A

reasonably intense-a6alytical effort hnd'several blind leads

have been *unwittingly pursued.

9
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4

Toward.a Model of Student Mediating Responses'

Student- mediating responses unique to classroom settings

,

are beihg identified by an analysis of the interaction of

enVironmentaL demands and intormation-process3mg'capabilitie
.

s

.The format for this model-building dimension.of'the project

.'can,be defined in terms of three components: 'cl) describing,
. . ' .. , .

ollthe basis of naturalistic data, the demand structure of-
. -,...:

classrooms; (2) specifyihg, using a Combination of rational
,

. . 4.

and empirical_ task'analyses, some of the student information-

illustrate'

.

processing capabilities necessary

the 'classroom environment; and (3)

I .

ways in which meeting classroom demands influences what.stu-
*

dents learn. In what follows I will attempt to, explicate .

v. . .

,more fully how thismodel-building process is Qnducted and

to meet these cilemands of

',delineating some. of tbe

4

some of the preliminary results. °'
,

Tasksand Activities in Classrooms 7 .
The information-proceSsing demand@ that classrooms make

on student:is are.embedded:in the events thatoccur.in-these
. , ,

settings. It has become increasingly -clear that the event

structure of classroom,erivironthents can be studied from two

perspectives: (1) activities; and (2) 0.sks.'In the 'idea -

tification of student mediating processes, the study of tasks
. . I.,

, . , .. ._

..

is more fruitfupp tor reasons that, will be given shortly.
.

The concept of activities, or)what Gump (1967, 1969) tas
,

0._
called "segments,'" is used to designate the boUndedunitsAt

I

.
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teaCherland student behav\or that recur in classrooms,

e.g., seatwog, spelling test, small-group aiscussiop,
,

lecture, recitation, reading. These segments define, in

other words, what teachers and students do in classrooms..

There are, of course,'internal structural properties of
' -

segments and these intra-segment-structures inflvnce

behavior (Bossert, 1977; Gump, 1969; Ibunin, 1977). That

is, systematic differences in teacher and'stddent behavior

are associated with different activities. For example,
1 ,

activities that involve sharing of informatiO or materia ls

among.students obviously result in different patterns of.
- - .. .

. .

/interaction and disruption frOm those- in which students

work independently. In addition, there is an inter.-segment

structure that defines the routines of. aiiven classroom
4

,(see Smith & Geoffrey, 1968), e.g., sppiling tests are on,

Thursdays after lunch, math always. follows languagt,and
17

so on. At a more macro-level, there are presumably different' :

.
( - .

,activity structures charaCtekstiO of,open" and "Conventional"
., , ,'

classroom organizations. Finally, Gump (1969) has,called
0

particular attention to the 'transitions betieen activities

as critical points in the Mknagement of classrooms.

\Activiiy segments in classrooms are inherently fascina-

ting .to study and, appear tolave consequences for incidental
-

d
. . ..

outcomes of schooling such.as interpersonal affiliation and
_...

4 1 4Mora socialization`zat-on (see Bossert, 1978; Westbury? L978). The

4f

I
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concept of activity would seem, however, to have limited.
0

utility in.accounting for the precise nature of -academic.

achievement and the ways.in which-students praces* infOr-

ihation The concept of task; on the other

hand,'has been'more useful in-the analysis of student'.

. 1 mediating resionsep.
. . .

.

As defin7d in the pfesent
.

project, a task consists of
,, . i

'i f . (a) a goal and (b) a set of opei.ations'necessary tdreach'
., .

-,v
that goal. A task, in other words, designates that struc-

tural unit,of the environment that has consequencesfor the
\

. .

individual. For academic tisks,:the'goal is defined-by the
,,.

performance-grade exchange in a particular classroom (see'

Heglar, Geer, &Hughes, 1968). The sitUationally-defined

.

obljectiVe, in other words is to acquire. those performance
-.

. .

. scapadlities.that-have the greatest lkkelihdod of receiving
. .

\ .

a positive eval.tigtion by the teacher. The degree of success --

that'is, a favorable performance-grade.exChinge--fora student ,

interested in academic tasks depends upon his cir her interpre-

tation of the performance capabilities required and on the

way informationeis proceed 1.4 preparation for the occieion

in which performance assessment is made. (For a more de tailed

-discussion of classroom tasks, see.Doyle, 1977)'. '

(There 'are; of course, nonacademic tasks ins_classrooms
1.

(e.g., impressing the girls, 1.71tAtingthe 'teacher-, etc.)

and not all students choose to participate in:academic tasks.
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Although important for.understa:ding ClaStErooms, non-

,

-
academic tasks are peyond the,dcope of the resent dis-

7

cussion.)cussion.)
)

A britf illustration might help to clarify the -concept

of academic tasks. "If;.-for example, students- in a partiCular

classroom are required to recognize the gist of information

'(stories,, essays, etc.) presented during instruction, then

.it,iS possible to meet this re4uireftent by processing the

information, for general meaning. This'proCessing'of infor-
.

mationfor meaning or coMprehension involves

"semantic integration" in which the details 0f the text as

well as inferences.possible froi the text are subsumed under

a-general_semantic framework or sehema.(see Branstor4 Mar

Carrell, Franks, & Nitsch, 1977; A.1,:Brown, 1975; Paris,

If, on the other hand, accomplishing1975; Spiro, 1977).

academic tasks in a particular classroom' requires verbatim

reproduction of'information presented during instruction,

then the information must, be Processled in a way that retaiss

the distinctive, episodic character of the original text.
;

Students must, in other words7resist semantic-, integration

to avoid intrusion, errord resulting from inferences that were

possible from the text but were not actually' preSent. This

argument suggests that under some task-requirementspre-

cessing information for comprehension, ill interfere with

task- 'accoMplishment:' At least it is important for students
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\

to kdow whether they are being requiredto learn a.generator

set (Shaw & Wilson; 1976) fro(11 which answers can be=deri szt
f .

1 $

at .a. later occasion or to memorize specific answers that

SMR InteriM Report,
8 .

must be reproduced when requested.

- Much of the information on available fromtlassroom.obser-
0

*1
vations is concerned with ctivities rather than acadethic

task structures. .) This situation is reasonably,Consistent

with the traditional emphasip on 'teachers in classroom

research.' Teachere are, preo cupied withiactivities-in

rooms, and teacher-educators tre pieoccupied-with preparing

candidates to perform these a tiVities. In several respects,

the task of the teacher is/to mplement-actiVities in(class--.

rooms: If' one is- interested in' teachers, then understandably

one is interested in,,activities.'1 An analysis of student

mediating responses, however, req

events,in classrooms. For studen

ires4a different view of
#

the demands of_the class-
,

77agure'tfirOugh academial
. .

tusks theY..ericounter in ,this setting. 'To the extent,that tasks

room environment operate in large

operate independently-'of activitiesa point to be discussed'
. . .

, o, k r

more fully'laterthen:there is little reason to expect that
,

the study of activities will give reliable information about
. .

.how teaching effects occur.
, .

,

Tasks and Outcome6

The' study of academic task structures gives some insight

into what students learn from clasgrooms.i. At a basic level,

10
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exposure to content obviously influzes the degree to which* 00:

_, . , ,

s.- . .

a student is familiar with a particular element of subject
% .

. * .

matter. Thus., Walker ancrSchaffarzick (1974) argue that

inclusion and emphasis-account far dIffereilt outcomes among
- 2

,

alternative curricula w'ithin the same discipline. But at

a more refined level, howstudents process subject matter.

would appear. to be influenced by the structure, of academic

tasks within a curriculdm. For examples, studies of cognitive

preference-7a measure of student attitudes toward ways of
6

processing informationsuggest. that this outcome_is syste-

matically. related to the informatiod-processing tasks.charao-'

teristc of a particular curriculum (see Tamixl 1975; for a

review ofimeasurement'prObaems in this area,see B. Brown

In a more direct measure 'of information-processing.

.1
. .

capabilities, Greeno and Mayer (Green°, 1972; Mayer, 1975i

1977; Mayer & Greeno, 1972) found that 'different cognitiVe

structures were established by-instructional"methods that

required different operations with the same content. In(
4

the language of the present discussion; the, demands, engen-

dered,bY a partiCular set of academic taais JAPuence what,

the student is capable of doing with subject. matter.

K very, clear piCture'of the effect ofitask,stfuctures

on outcomes is containedlinBarr's (1975 y study of-reading

strategie-S usedby first graders! To study reading strategies,

BaTr.examined the substitution errors,yupils made when
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encountering unfamiliar words text,. P4ils taught by the

,sight-:word method substituted 'words from the sample. of,reading

words contained in the instructional materials, made- few non-
,/ ,

WOrd responses, and showed, little letter- sound cqtrespondence,

'In-attempts to 'identify unfamiliar words. Pupils.. taught by .

a phonics method made more non-word or partial-worctrespodses;

- .

showed. high letter-:sound correspondence in making substitutions,-

and' substituted words not contained in the instructional' mate-
.

i

rials. These results would seem to be strong evidence that
. .

.
. ,- .

c'the way,students process information is_=onsistent with the
f . .

I
,

. ..._performance-grade exchange defined by a.particular .inStruc-

tional' method,' As further support:,Marr also found thab$,.
. .

students

with the

to match

who entered instruction with7a strategy inconsistent- .

4

instructional ,emphasis tended-to'modlly their-strategY

that require

taught. Sthdents lea

mation in a way that generat

1 $ 1

the method
4with%whic

they were

./-'

v
,,-\
w

.

)

.

41-, in other words, to process infor-
,

-.- i' :'

responses consistent-wAth the
,, 0.,

demapds of the ckasSroom tas

Bamfound that -eplectip.met
' .

tthey experielice#

ods (combinatidhs d sighWOrdi

and phonics) did not resultn'ihe-deyelopment of parallel'

Word identiiication

strategy consistent

strategies.: \ Rather,

with the initial in

up ,ls adopted a

tructiohal_emphaSis.

.This6 finding suggests tat student'-formulate information-
.

.proce:Ssing strategies early and theselitrategies persist, at4

'leist in setting that tolerates multiple forms of'ilponses.

.

1
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in the perf9rmance-grade exchange. Additional research on
.-.....!.

the persistence and c'hange -of inforniation-procesbing strat-.
. .At ° L .

,
, .egies'and the conditions which woke these changes rould .

..
.. ,

.

,: - give important insights into how task structures operate.

1,4

I

There.is also evidence that-clasgrooms affect Outcomes

in subtle ways'that are almost independent of instructional
q*-

method, Thdre are effects, 4,11 other WOrds, associated with

-accomplishing academic task's under claSsroom conditions.

Th0 argument goes asfollows. Green() (1976), using a

logical task analysis, has mapped alternative solution
a-

'stritegies forsproblems involving fractions. Such,problems

Can be repreSented'in det-theoretic terms, geometric or

spatial-terms, or purely numerical terms. Each representa-
.

\
.

tion produces-the same answer (i.e., is reliable), ,but: .

. 'representations differ in ferms of fhenumber_of stepp and'+dr
-

the4type of cognitive activity required to generAte a solu-
.

e

tion:- The numerical r4resentation.,of fraction problems, for
''t* '',7-77--

example, can be, reduced to a series of cdmppiational steps
. .

-

,

1
, -

J

that can, be completed with little understanding of_the nature

pf fractions. Different problem rel5resentations can be studied. .

in, termg'.of their instructional efficiencr.(which representa-,

tion can-be learned faster), the4-application efficiency.;

(which reimesentation can be more readily,applied to "real

world" problems),.their efficiencylor further:learning
%,

(which representation makes it easier to learn other concepts
N

Oz.

13
,
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related to fractions), and their produCtion efficiency

(which representation gener, nswers taster).

For present purposes- these.cognitivd representatiOne
. .0 .

of solution strategies beaome.esPecially significanin

interpreting research on how students solVe arithepiatic
.

.

. 't ,

problems. In studies of the solution strategies pupils .. y
. _

. -.-,.., . .

actually used, Resnick iind'her associates :(Resnick, 1976;

Groen &Resnick,

tional routines

the 'structure of

1977) found that pupils transformed instruc-
,

which were easy to articulate, represented

the'subject-matter, but were cumbersome
4

for generating answers, into production routines which were

difficult to articulate but more efficient in generating

solutions. For example, after completing several prOblem
. .

.... ....
.,

sets, -students learned to add sinriier numbers to larger
. .

numbers even though they had,not been taught tO follow this

procedure (and in all probability did not know this algo-
I a.

rithm prior to instruction in addition). The solution
40

strategywae devised, in other words, from direct and

repeated experience-with the content. In addition, the .

.

.

.
, , .

~solution strategy students deVised was consistent with
_

demand for high production:efficency, a demand engendered
_ ,

by the requirement that students complete a relatively large

number'of practice problems within a reasonably restripted

time period.

Resnick'.s findings suggest that in acdomplishing.class-,

4

room tasks students are inclined to select from among Greeio's

14

0%
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.problem.repreSentations'ihose which are reliable and high in,

production efficiency. Other representations' *hich maybe

more useful for understanding or learning more about the

;content are likely to bi) abandoned if they Tack production
. .

efficiency. Indeed, problem representations which are pum-
-.

"berson for generating answers may well increase. the

hood of errors. Thug, cumbersome. solution strategies might,

increase°the probability of an unfavorable performance-grade

ex'c'hange and hinder the accomplishment of .classroom tasks.

One final example.illuStrates even, more dramatically

the ways in which'students transform instructional represen-.

tatiOns of subject matter into solution strategies that are

pliable but hardly efficient on any criterion. In aseries'

of careful and intensive interviews with students; Erlwanger
e

'(19751 discovered students .Who were successful in accomplishing
.

classroom taskS but who hadlundamentallOerroneous concep-

' tions of mathematics. The students hid, in other words, deised-
.

.
., _

waysof getting, correct answers that:worked only for a very

limited range of

and

problems, violatedobasic assumptions in L.

reflected little understanding of mathemat-

ical principles. An illustration of thiskind of strategy=-

Erlwanger's examples are considerably more bizarre-7involves

theuse of "counting points" (a "4" has four counting pdints
I

at.the ends of the lines) on numbers to add. The system,is
/

_highly reliable but hardly efficient or useful for learning

how to "add.

1s
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In summary, analysis of the relationship between class-

room tasks and outcomes-suggests that what students knOw

about academic cqntent is embedded in the tasketheyencolInters

in classroom settings (Bossert, 19781. makes a similar point

with reference to classroom activities). If, we.are to under-
.

etand the nature of academic: achievement, then it is necessary..
,., .

f

to learn more, about classroom task structures.
. It is even,

, .

likely that some ,ou comes, especially if defined im terms of

cognitive operations rather than simply, in terms of the answers

students produce, are very difficult to achieve under condi-
- r

tions in which classroom tasks alle"accomrilisbied.

Tasks and Cue Resources

In addition to the matter- of outcomes, i4e study of

classroom- tasks provides insight into how students Utilize

cue - resources available in the clasearbom enyironment. The-
. ,

details .of this analysis, have been presented Alsewriere (Doyle,.

1977) and therefore will only be suMmari*elihere.. The basic%-

argument is that knowledge of the task structure serves-as a

guide to navigate a' classroom environmont, toselect and sur

interpret the various information sources operating 'at any
r.c

one time ,in a setting. ,Stiiauli,that provide .students witfi

information about the nature of the. performance -grade exchange

or the operatiOnd that need to be used -to generate appropriate

performances will be of particular importance for accomplishing
_

classroom tasks.
,

16
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If activities define what teachers. and students do in

.classroom62.fask"'structure defines the situational, meaning

of these. segments for, students.interested in a favorable

exchange of :performance for grades. In this sense; the

structure of tasks4prbvides a gendril semantic' network or ,,
\

schema (gee Anderson, 1977,; S.chank &"Ableson, 1977) for the

academib system of a cligsroom.. It is, in other words, the

overall framework, or _scaffolding,' for processing information

in classrooms and specifies, iu academic terms' at leas t; the

functibnal properties.(see Hymes, 19 77) of classroom activities,

A study of'activity segmenti,nnig4t r epbrt, for instance, 'that

a student spentw amount of time'reading a book. An analysis
..

of the academic task structure opeiating in that classroom-
'

would enable predictions about what the student learned, ada-
. .

result of reading.

The effects of task structureson how students utilize:
): f;"

,

infOrmatioh resources can be illustrated with some research.

datk from the field,of prose learning'. Meyer'"(1975,:1977),

"for. instance, found', in laboratory experiments_that the-content
.

estructure of a prose pasgage -influenced what was-rmeMbered

from the passage. Concepts highA.n the content structdre.,

were, recalled better than concepts low.inthe hierarch'.
,

Under instructions to,learn2t6

content struClure as a'guide to

passagel'readers'used the

extra4inforMation from

. the text. Pichert and Anderson41976)-toUnd, however, that
.

1
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more explicit task
s

instructions counteracted text structure
,

',, -:

effects: -sutects remembered items specified in the task,:=,

instructions better than items defined by the content.
1

arc'ny of the text.' Such findings suggest, that when written
.

`materials. are embedded in classrooms, the classroom task

structure takes precedence over the text structure in deter-

-,mining what information isprocessed by, students. This

might explain ho* children Can a:pear to "learn" (i..,
.

accomplish clasiroom tasks) from material§ that because of
o

logical operations (MacGinitie, 19'76) or syntax (Gammon,.

1973) are beyond thelr capabilities. .

Some limited evidence for theeffects of classroom

tasks on -the processing of infoimation,in classrooms is Con-
.1 .

e

gft tained in a recent report byKintsch and Bates,(1977), They

studied-the effect of the "content structure of a classroOm

it

:.'

lecture (callefe-level psycholog ).on short- and long -erm
...

;-;

memory for the information contained in' the lecture. The

patterns of student recall did not conform to predictions

based on Meyer's (1975) findings: Students remembere&mQre

concepts than simpl1 those high in the content strucVure of-'

the'lecture. Apparently other structural guides were being'

'utilized by students to select and encode 'information from

the lecture. Although KintsCh and Bates did not explain

their findin-s ih
YO
'this way; it would seem that knowledge

of the 'classroom task structure would .Have given: some clue

concerning the strategies students'usedto process the lecture.

is
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7 The analysikof-cue utilizatiqn suggests that the cow-

cept of task structure is a)iSeful foundation on, which to

4
build a treatment theory for classroom res4rch. It is,

in other wordsl'a way,tot account for, how classroomeffrs

occur,. According to thistheory, what a student learns

depends on the operations he,.or she performs in icoom;_

plishing tasks defined by the 'academic system of a cliSsrooml

Utilization of information resources would seem to depend:-
.

in turn, ,,on a studentis perception of the. way in which the

resource is related to task accomplishment. Teapher,praise,'.

for example, will affect learning to the extent that it

communicates informatiod useful in accomplishing academic-

' tasks in a particular setting.

Tasks and Student Participation
/ f

Implicit in the foregoing.diScussion is .the premise

that tasks exist independently oft-activities in classrooms.

A teacher can, for instance, require verbatim reproduction

of previously encountered solutions and yetfill classrooth

time with a wide variety of activities. Sithilarly, the

same task structure can operate 'in both "openti and "coAven-

,
Task structures, in.tional" classroom organizations.

other words, can function across individual lessons'and

areqsen constant for an entire semester. The previous

analysis suggests that in comparing settings with afferent

activity segments but equivalent task tructures, it is

reasonable to expect little difference in whi:p.is learned.

. , 19
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'
Prom a 'different perspective, not all activities in a

. 4 .

claSsroom are necessarily tasks. A task, in the .academic

. -

.

sense as it,e being, used her Oitsts,whenever a performance-,

grade exchangeis'in opOration. The-tisk.'etructUre is therefore'

,blose4.connected with:rthe evaluation system in%a ciassrdOm
, ..

(seeJackSon, 1968, on. prevalence of-evaldation in-classroom

environments). "'Teachers are, however, typically vague on

the question oflknether an activity its a task. When asked,

for, instance, if the material being discussed id:going-to

be on -the' test, most experienced teachers are ambiguousis

"Lt would' be 'well' if knew it." This ambiguity often

retains the guise of a classroom task for an activity that

is not part of the performance-grade_ excliOge.

frequently invoke task-related consequences (e

4:3f lower grades or additiOnal tests) to seodh

`

Teachers also

.g.1-threats-
, -,
paiticipation

activities.

This pattern of teacher behaviorrtogsAer with the
,

previoup analysis of how students utilize cues in classrooms;'

suggest that student participation in-classrdomactivities

is connected'to the task structure. On the Surface at least,

the study of_classroom tasks would seem to have implications

for interpreting data on-student attention or "time ontask."

But direct acaddmic consequences are not the only ones

that operate in classroomeer Failure to cooperate with pro-
_

cedures (i.e.., to attend.to tasks) can have consequences

20
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independent of_the performance-grade exchange. In addition,

sinoe grades are partly subjective,_consistent,lack of cooper-
-

at'ion can' affect the value of tlie exchange by-affecting teacher

ssentiments toward a,student. It,is4osSibletherefore; to.

-obserye high levels of participaii4in activititis that

*; 19,,

.are not part of the, task system. Presumably,pkillful Au- .--.
, .

1

dents can use their knowledge of tlisk structures to segment
s-..

these activitiep from those that are part of the performance
,

4 ,

grade exchange in order to avoid, posiibte interference 'effects.

Actual level of -partitipation in activities wou14_seem

to be a function df both the tisk'structureand the isci- :

A plinary system, in a classroom.- This proposition suggests
,

/. _ .N..

that.the interpretation of measure's of student participation

needs to-be done with'knowiedge of the classroom task structure,

Sincersuch measures are ConfOunded, however, the study of

activities .alone can be a misleading indicator-of -how lealiang

'effects,occur in classrooms.

Consequences of Task Management Practices

To this Point-in the discussion, the foes has been

on what is learned in clagamooms. The, model of student,

mediating responses being developed here a'so has implica-

tions for questions of how much is learned, how .well it is
Q

.

. It

learned, and who learns in classrooms. Thes larkter questions

/ .-. -, ..
/are associated with issues :of .(a) the types of tasks..that'..,

exist in a classroom; and (b) the way these -tasks, are

21
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0
.

A

r c, -L -
administered.. A considerat n of tAese issues of task- "
. :.

,
p

4
0 -

4 ,

management-brings the analysis close to the studyof,.classs.
.

: : 0 ,.., '

1-

room conditions. . .

.,

,
of .

The. overall task structure of.aclassroom is .defined :

by -the total Configuration 'of academic tasAS thatoperaie

' in that-setting. _Classrooms can Obviously differzin terms \

of ngmber of academic tasks, that number - being, deter:0

mined by the occasions on 'which a 'performance- grade: exchange

takes place. Within.a given content" areg. (math,. language,'

etc.), the type .of tasks can also, differ;. and there is no
#

necessary internal consistency imongtasks.or over time.

Teachers can,' for,instanCe, ask higher-order qUestions
.

during class discussions and test for recall, of the .anilivers

to mich,questions during examinations.i CeitAinly
4

.

a school day students encounter a reasonably wide
, .

different types of acadeMis,tasks. s. .

,

'1) fferent types of classroom taSkSiprace difidept.:

during

array of

,

demands on students. As suggested earlier in:this patter,

, -- II

"understanding" tasks require differerkt int7ationz7,,
;

,

processing strategies than "menlory" tasks. In an undeewoji,..i, -):

standing task, the emphasis is on having\ptudent-g-fatn"a
"41... -1"

, / ,
= V'

setO\geneiative principles Or operations.that arethen'
, .

. .

0
,

..

,answers. The task, in other Words, is to generate fat

.

0

applied to. unencountered instances*in order to deI -ive

. .

. .

I . . -.-
ft e

than reproduce an answer, and a particular ansvier 'cannot.

22 a
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be predicted completely in advance. This mode of thinking ;

about content seems to underlie many inquiry." or /"discovery"

approaches' to curricurum.''Memory tasks, on the ter hand,

.
require reprO ction ot answers` that have. already b en. 'e

.
. - -;,

encountered and such tasks vaiy'primarily in terms.of the:

4 amount of information that must be processed.' (The dis-
/,

'N....- .

tinctionbetween understanding and memory task types is

based in part on Anderson, 191t). The types Of tasks .-

would clearly seem -to 'interact wit student ability. ,Some

tasks may, simply be inherently more difficUleto accomplish

or more .difficult for partiCular studes..' Lt is likely,

for instance, that understanding.tasks are more'demanding

for many students than memory tasks. The -typd of tasks

operative in a given clasdioom can'thdreforeraffect the
-1!'°

'probability of task accomplishment-pi° individual, students

and; in turn, Influence wholearns in that setting.

The demand character of a "classroom task is also affeCted
-

by"the,total range of different types of .tasks that are used.

Classrooms that, combine many different types of tasks'obvi'dnly

requiKe a greater range of information-processing-capabilities

and alertness-by,student§ to changds in tasks. This factor
.

/

should also influence thd probability of task accomplishment

''for -individutil'students.
ir,

In ayditionlp,the effects of 'task types, there is evi-

dence that the way tasks are ditinisiered and other more
..

23 i .6
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general conditions of classrooms

. for example, can affect exposUre

influence how much is --learned in
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, =

influence outcomes., Pace,

to content and therefore

a particular plassroOmi.

jn addition, pace is positively; .associa:ted. withvariance

in outcomes: a more rapid instructional race tends to

increase the differences in achievement between high and
,

-' low ability students (on pace effects, seeArlin 4 Westbury,

1976; Atkinson, 1976; Barn, 1974). Pade can affect, there=

N-.

fore, who learns in a classroom.

In addition td pace, outcomes-wouia seem. to be influ-

enced by the number and the clarity of cue resources, available

ina particular instructional environment.: Classroom tasks

arestypicallyaccomplished in an environment of considerable- '

complexity and unpredictability. Many events take place,in

theSe settings, many of these events. take place, at theisame

time, and the pattern of events is not always regular. -'This.

way of typifying the classroom environment suggests that a

successful exchange of performance for grades requires con-.

siderable student skill in utilizing environmental cues. A

successful student must be able to Use 'available information

. to identify acceptabler,performanCes, itdjust the definition

of acceptable erformances to account for variations over

_ time, and compensate for the lack of instructional resources

within the classroom setting itSelf. (on these:utilizatidn

skills, see Doyle, 1977). In order to learn from classrooms,

...

24 O
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'h _student must not only be able to procegg the subject matter
.% .

,

-'_,but also beale to process the classroo* enviroUrnt, that
Ti

.

'is, he or she -must be'61411ed'in,exercising dliferehtial s.

7'''ittehtive/cess t6 clagsroOm:gitimilli 1:4orer..to Ideate cues

that have' salience for defihing the acideitic task structure4. r

in a' given setting. Although'eMpirical data are needed*,'.

Variations in these utiliiation skilig would-seem to be

associated with how well students learn, in clasikooms.

In summary, the type of tasks implemented'aad the way'.

t7-in which they are implemented would'seem toaffect classrla
outcomes. The task structure defines the-functional, agpectg; .,;,,.

., . .
. .

. . .

of a classroom setting and giveameaniAg io4ehvironmental -,,,,,t,

, 4

, , ,

variables. 'In this way' it affects what,ieleirned from
. ,

classrooms and how students precepsavailable'cue resources..
..-, .

. .

YrasksLthemselv44:and the settings inyhich they are enacted '.'',
4tir , . .

. .,.

..

vary, however; in, characteristicefthat-influende the ProbT
. :

ability and efficiency,ottask,accomplishment.- These

factors,influence who learns'and'how mach is %earned in

elagtiooms. The analysis of both task structure and manage:

ment"dimensione gives someinsight IA the demand characterigtics.
Yfof classrooms and the way these-settings affectoutcOmeg.

-A-brief comment 6ri- the effects of highlr''structured
\

teaching systems such:as direct instruction (Rosenshine,

6

1976) and mastery learning,. Bloom; 1976 would seem,to-be

in order. Available, although'certain14; not conclusive,

25
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evidence suggests- that ilies of such systemf is,associated-",
. .

with higher mean achievement scores and, in the, case ot ".
, V

r

less variance in outcomes. In task'
,

the- PrObabiritf:and efficiency of task+

high, factors 'which influenCe who.and,

mastery,learning;
7

,structure terms,
4111180.,

accomgishffient is

..how much
-

.is learned The criterion fov'judging,etfe.ctive-

neSs woilld seem, however,' tb be re atively generOilsi Did

instructional effects"occur? More stringent criteria

regarding the durability and transferability of effects ,

, .

haVe seldoM been1app3ied to such findings. In a aeries
(-

of Studidk-bn'tralning young children in''the-use ofjlemory
.

s'tra'tegies, Browiwand her associates ,(A. L.. Brown `&

Campione,,1977; A. L.. Brown, CaMi4olle.,-& Murphy 1971)

found that immediate effects under heavily prOmp ed con.-

ditions were relativelk easy to obtain. ,That:is, g

in specific Memory strategic )uSed spdntaneously by success-
,

fullearders improyd the._pe formance of :ltss successful
a

learners. The use of these strategies was not, hoWever,
1

very durableand' did not transfer.*.'' Considerably more

training was required to achieve a reasonable.delgree ot) ,

durability, OtstransfeK did not improve., Inifact;,when
----

larke-amounts.of training- were given to trease durability,
.

. .
A.

t
. the strategies became "welded",to the-training .environment

.
. ,.

-:, .

and Tess. transfer seeMed.possible: ;Performance, in other
s

-words, became highly dependent upon prompts availabie'in

,

26 0
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a specific training setting. This analysis mould also
,

seem applicable to Rohwer's. (1973) findings on the.effeets '.

of elaboration on learning noun -pair lists. He reports.

that if prompt conditions are sufficiently explicit, the

erformance-of very yOung learners (three to five years
..;

1111:.101 d). can match that of older learners (fifteen to eighteen
,..

,

years Old)..: Such perforabce.lyvels-for the younger sub- -

jects mould seal,' however, to be highly depeident on the

heavy prompt conditions that are necessary to activate .

elaboration. Although such results are,dramatic, they

give 'little insight into what is learned by the younger,
*

4

student's.

What seems to be operating in highly.striictured l'''".

teaching' :systems is what might be called:a :"heart-pacer"
-,,

, . neffect." It the instructional. system does enough /nfor=."

matioh processing for the learner, then'he or she will-
,

appear to accomplish the learning task embedded in -the

system an_ d '.'effects" will be obtained. If the very
e

agressive external information-processing support-is'

removed, however, performance _levels decline. The StRdent

.has'not,learnedi'in otherviOrds, how to accomplish academic

tasks independently. This analysis-suggests'that attention-

needs to-be giveh not simply to "effects" but also to the

nature'of these effects and how they relate to the student's. 0

continuing ability to accomplish academic tasks.in-classroom

settinOK

27
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,Learning-from Classrooms as Problem-Solving

One way to summarize the model of student mediatiOn that

is' emerging from this project '4 to ;view learning, from class-

rooms as a mode of .problems-solving (see SimOn°& Hayes-,. 1976).

4
The first task in'problem solving is.to definer using Various.

1 sources of information, the problem structure and:the appro-z

priate operations that can be performed on elements in

,

that structure to generate acceptable solutions. In the

language of-the present discusSion, the problem "space"'
k. A

. for academic learning is defined by the classroom task

structure. Once a conception of the task/Structure has

been formulated, a student can use -it as a guide to select

and ,interpret cues; predict likely problem states, and

evaluate potential task;structUre becOmeS,.

4n.other,words4 a"map with which to navigate the iacademid

terrain .of the:classroom. A-student'whOknoWsr:this.map.

well can,a942mplish classroom tasks with,efficiency and

With a high,grobability of succeSg. Such a,stude&can,
.

'tor instance, recognize that certain types of,information-

or-operations are unlikely to be included -in.the7performanpe--
.

-grade exchange in a particular etas:groom and_therefore'snot ,

hate to- spend time processing SUch'information. Such a -stu-
.

deirt can also learn that certain eue.,resourees (e:g., 'teacher

feedback to 'certain students or ,answers giAn by some students.

to teae4er questions) are not reliable indicators of task'

28
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demands and an therefore be safely ignored. Knowledge

of the classroom, task structure*, in other words, enables

r

a. student to understand the academic system and therefore

predict the likelihood of certain events in that setting

(see Schank & Abelson, 1977)., Failure to learn the task

structure of a olassrodn, on the other hana,,can reduce

both the probability and the efficiency of accomplishing

academic tasks and influence what ,and how, much is

learned. in a particular setting., .

Fran-the viewpoint ottask management, some classrooms_

are well-formed and ,some are ill-forilied problems. In con-

trast tothe former, ill-formed problem:4 rely for their'

eoncepfualizdtion and solution on more extensive "knowledge

of the world" that -the person brings to the situation,(see

.

Simon & Hayes, 1976). _If the 0e-system classroom.is

highly unreliable or difficult to identify, then task

accomplishment becomes more difficult And depends lo'a,

greater extent'on the student abilities. 'In this 'fight,

direct instruction (kosenshine,,1976) might be viewed as a

"well- formed problem" that depends less'on the entering

Capabilities of ,the student to achieve its effect.

4 -From a slightly 'different perspective, the academic'

tisk'structure would

to facilitate memory

in classrooms. It would_seem to provide, in other words,

also seem to'serve as a mnemonic device

for information previously encountered

'2 9
to
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a seiantic-fxAmework for codings.storing, and retrieving
.

7
information that is,,made available, to students through the'

various eue resources fiYta particularclassroom setting

(on this point, see Kintsch, 1975; Thornyke,-1977)..

Such a view suggests that'knowledge of subject matter
a

gained in classroom settings is episodic (TUIving, 1972):,

i.e., embedded in the concrete' features of task structures

andtheirimanagement. Alternatively, the approach implies

that classroom-based knOwledge of subject matter is perhaps

integratedsemantically in terms of task structures defined'
..

by the classroom setting rather than by the content itself.

These propositions are consistentwifhfindings (Dukellktuzia,

& Wagner, 1978) that students had dlfficul'y recalling what

they had learned in a Course when asked by an' outside inter-
?,

viewer. The interview situation miy gave. simply lacked. -the

necessary retrieval cues that were,cOntained within
.

the'

0

task system of the classroom-in which the knowledge Of sub-
. ,

ject matter was Obtain00. This approach certainly has- con-
,

sequences for understanding the nature of 'what is. learned

in classrooms,.
a

The analysis of classrOom learning An terms of problet-

solvIng and memory unde4cores thetentral role of the'stu-

dent's knowledge of classrooms. ftsearch_on instruction has

traditionally emphasized tasks defined by subject matter

Glaser, 1976). The present model gives priority tq tasks
0

- 30
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defined_by the classroom task structure:and carries the

:zimplication that subject matter is encountered:and con,*

textualized through such structures. This point may have

important implications:for interventions to help students

learn 'frot classrooms. It, suggest in particular thtrain-

ing.at't&e level of underStanding classroom task structures

rather than at the level 'of specific TTOcessing'strategies

might well be more successful (Cf. A. L. Brown & Campione,

J977).

Implications

Theredare certainly other mediating strategies students

'use to either control or circumvent task, demaAds in class-,
. .

,, d . .

-'m- rooms. These mediating strategies have been discusied-at

length elsewhere and therefore will not be reViewed-here.
.

/ . _
The present dipcUssion has, rather, ibecentrated on. the

,

mediating re ponses host directly related to academic

achievement a traditional Area ofconcernin teaching

effectiver ss research. .Even then, the coverage of relevant

research as only been parti&l. Moreover, the line of evi-
,

.dence ha been precariOusly thin at-several points. Con-,
: siderabily more research: with a spedific focus on class,

.%
,,

tasks nd their implementation is certainly necessary to

subst ntiaie the various aspects of the moaeleadvanced in

this paper.

3
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Nevertheless, the model of student mediating responses
4

emerging from this project' would seem to be a useful tool
( '

for, integrating and interpreting data about information

processing and learning ands relating these data to the

vg special circumstances 'found in classrdoms. The '/model

i

would also seem to be useful for integrating classroom

variables into a ,Featment theory that accounts-,in some
,

. ways at least for how classroom effects occur. 'Finally,

there are some - suggestions that the model is valuable as

a.basis for formulating-questions for further research on

effective teachingoan.classroom settings.
.

At several points in the discussion-implications of

the model were spe)cified for interpreting such issues-as

measuresiof time on task and the effects of direct instruc-

tion. Little comment has' been made, however, on the queAtioh.

,

of teacher effects. It would seed appropriate, therefore,

to conclude with some attention.tO this question.

The analysis of classroom tasks suggeshs,that teacher

effects are largely indirect Aa similar point was made by

Gump, 1964). Teachei effects' are mediated first through

the task,structures implemented in the classroog. As

indipated in the analysis, the task structures teachers use .

in classroom affect whatiS leiarned.- Second, teacher- effects

on who -,learns and how much is learned are'mediated through

the way in which they manage th'e tasks that are used in a

32
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claSsroOm. It is important to.add7/ that teachers are'uot
. A

totally independent agents'inrclassrpoms.. There is a sub r, ,

stantial body Ot evidence accumulating that studentsplay

an important role in'determining which tasks operate in '0

classrboms and.how'these tasks are managed. 'InAiddition,
,

the clEtssroom environment-, itself hag an impact On task

selection apd implementation. More knowledge is needed

concerning how classrooms work--about the structure and

processes of classroom life--to understand why various

patterps occur in theMe'settings.

If this analysis is accurate, then a direct study of

gather behavior would seem to have limited utility for

generating information about effective teaching-unless

that behavior can be linked with other dimensionsof the

classroom environment. It'is clear, in other words,,that
-

the study of teaching involves considerably more than. the

study of teachers.

In summary, the study of, student mediating responses

Is raising a number of exciting new issues in classroom

research. In addition, thigi study is beginning to'proVid

a means or answering a basic question in definidg effective

teaching:- Why should we expect a partibular classroom

variable.to'have any effect on student learning ou comes?
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